
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• George Weston, the company operating through Loblaw, Choice Properties and Weston Foods, 

raises its dividends to 55 cents a share, as it reports its latest quarterly profit available to common 
shareholders of $303million or $1.96 per diluted share.

• TC Energy Corp brings another backer into its corner for the Keystone XL pipeline. The new deal was 
reached with Natural Law Energy, an alliance of first Nations representing the traditional territories of 
Treaty No.4, No.6 and No.7, to invest up to $1billion in the pipeline.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• Premier Legault says his party’s long-awaited climate plan will now also be a green economic 

recovery plan and will be funded by some $6.7billion over the next five years. The province’s new 
goal is to achieve a greenhouse gas emissions reduction of 37.5% over 1990 levels by 2030.

• Two dozen Transat executives & directors see their proceeds from the company’s sale to Air Canada 
drop after a reduction in the transaction’s value. They will split $13million for shares of Transat’s 
parent company & other financial instruments. The sum is lower than the estimated $35million.

USA NEWS
• Amazon launched on Tuesday an online pharmacy to delivery prescription medications in the  

United States, thus increasing competition with Walgreens, CVS and Walmart. Called Amazon 
Pharmacy, the store lets customers price-compare as they buy on the company’s website.

• Airbnb is in a tricky spot of preparing to go public despite a slump in revenue. In its IPO prospectus, 
Airbnb said that third quarter revenues dropped 18% to $1.3billion. However, while other parts of the 
industry are still struggling, Airbnb is bouncing back, turning a profit of $219million.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• Saudi Aramco begins marketing a five-tranche U.S. dollar denominated bond sale, as the world’s 

largest oil producer seeks cash flow after low oil prices dented finances. Aramco needs money to 
pay dividends of $37.5billion for the second half of 2020 among other obligations.

• British airliner EasyJet’s bookings jumped 50% last week on positive news about COVID-19 vaccines, 
a brief respite during the pandemic which saw the airliner accumulate an estimated annual loss of 
1.27billion pounds, a first in its history.
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